Adaptive handling of Rayleigh and Raman scatter of fluorescence data based on evaluation of the degree of spectral overlap.
At present the general scatter handling methods are unsatisfactory when scatter and fluorescence seriously overlap in excitation emission matrix. In this study, an adaptive method for scatter handling of fluorescence data is proposed. Firstly, the Raman scatter was corrected by subtracting the baseline of deionized water which was collected in each experiment to adapt to the intensity fluctuations. Then, the degrees of spectral overlap between Rayleigh scatter and fluorescence were classified into three categories based on the distance between the spectral peaks. The corresponding algorithms, including setting to zero, fitting on single or both sides, were implemented after the evaluation of the degree of overlap for individual emission spectra. The proposed method minimized the number of fitting and interpolation processes, which reduced complexity, saved time, avoided overfitting, and most importantly assured the authenticity of data. Furthermore, the effectiveness of this procedure on the subsequent PARAFAC analysis was assessed and compared to Delaunay interpolation by conducting experiments with four typical organic chemicals and real water samples. Using this method, we conducted long-term monitoring of tap water and river water near a dyeing and printing plant. This method can be used for improving adaptability and accuracy in the scatter handling of fluorescence data.